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Veteran NBA player Jamal Crawford has not played on a 

winning team in his nine-year career. (AP Photo/Jim 

Prisching)

Atlanta Hawks 6th man Jamal Crawford has been in

the NBA for 9 seasons and has never played on a

winning team. The biggest loser in the NBA is now

on one of the best teams in the league thanks to a

pre-draft trade with the Warriors.

Crawford was traded to Atlanta in June for Acie Law

and Speedy Claxton and the Seattle native couldn't

be happier.

Hawks Head Coach Mike Woodson is also happy to

have Crawford on his roster, "He brings a lot of

offense and veteran leadership," Woodson said of

Crawford. "Flip Murray was great for us coming off

the bench last year but Jamal scores at a higher

rate and a higher pace."

Not being used to winning Crawford was initially

uneasy with his role on the Hawks, "When we got

him he was walk ing on egg shells, not really knowing

what to do," said Woodson. "I told him that I needed

him to score for us. If he wants to lead the league in

scoring off the bench I don't have a problem with

that."

I spoke with Jamal Crawford during the Hawks recent

road game against the Chicago Bulls--his first NBA

team. Crawford seemed comfortable with his role on the Hawks and optimistic about playing in his first

Playoff game.

SS: Jamal, a lot has been reported about you never playing on a winning team, talk about

what it's like to be on one of the NBA's best teams.

Jamal Crawford: It feels great. I've seen the worst of the worst. I don't take the situation for granted

at all. This is something that I'll cherish and make the most of. I feel like we're going to continue to get

better as the season goes on, we're still gelling but it's been fun so far.

SS: When the Bulls made the trip to Atlanta a former teammate of yours Comcast Sportsnet

TV analyst Kendall Gill said that you had a vendetta against the Bulls for them choosing Kirk

Hinrich over you in 2004. Is that true?

Jamal Crawford: (laughs) Nah Kirk is somebody I played with and have a lot of respect for. I'm just

trying to get better as the season goes on and figure things out. I just happened to have a pretty good
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game that night.

SS: What's it like for you to come off the bench for the Hawks and being a 6th Man of the

Year candidate?

Jamal Crawford: It was an adjustment at first. The very first game I was pretty passive. It's

something I hadn't done in a long time but now I'm very comfortable with it. It gives our team really

good balance. Our games could be won there with our depth.

SS: You're a veteran guard in this league, what advice have you given to the rookie Jeff

Teague?

Jamal Crawford: Just to continue to play hard and try to get better every time. When I'm on the court

with him I try to help him as much as possible. He's somebody that wants to work, he wants to get

better, and he wants to be great, so he asks a lot of questions. He's been fun to play with.

SS: You've been back to Chicago a few times since you left the Bulls. Talk a little about what

it's like coming back to Chicago.

Jamal Crawford: It's always fun. This is where it all started for me. I was here for four years so it's

always fun coming back. You see some of the same people that worked here throughout the arena. I

was friendly with everybody so it's good to come back.

SS: What's your favorite United Center memory?

Jamal Crawford: My favorite United Center memory....... wow...... I'm not sure I have one so

hopefully I'll be able to create one.

For more info: Andrew Vickers, Atlanta Hawks Examiner
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i bet he's really sorry the warriors traded him.....he could be coming off the bench in Oakland

and still losing........LOL LOL LOL
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Houston Rockets forward
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